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Abstract

For the abundant AH production observed In the stopped K

absorption on llfht nuclei, a theoretical model i s proposed, in

which the basic ingredient i s formation and fragmentation of a A

compound nucleus. The estimated Ĥ formation probabilit ies per

stopped K~ are in rather good agreement with the observed values.
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Recently, the foraatlon probabilities of *H hypernucleus In

tha K~ absorption at rast on 7L1, 9B«. 12C and 16O targets h»T«

baan aeasured by tha Tokyo-Heldalbarg-KEK group with tha aid of

tha characteristic *" (133 MeV/c) froa tha two-body dacay of JH.

*H * ''Ha * w".1'2 Tha observed foraatlon probabilities of *H par

stoppad K", P(JH), on 7L1, 9Ba, 12C, and 160 targets are (3.3*

O.*)»1O~2, (1.57±0.18)«10~2, (1.00±0.1*)«10"2. and (0.47*0.08)

>10~2, respectively. It Is Interesting to note that P(JH) is

auoh larger than the foraatlon probabilities of discrete states

of j[c and jjo foraad via the direct (K~,*~) reaction. Another

point Is that P<JH) reveals a clear A-dependence roughly propor-

tional to A with A being tha aaaa nuabar of the target nucleus.

These features are Indicative of tha aechanlsa of AH foraatlon.

The Idea of the 'hyperon coapound nucleus1 has baen propoaed

by Vaaazakl. The K* absorption on C, for exaaple, can lead to
12 12 II

contlnuua excited states of JC, JB, etc., froa which j|H can be

foraed when the excitation energies are higher than the threshold

of the fragaentatlon Into *H, as Illustrated in Flg.1. The

question is how these contlnuua hypernuclear states are produced.

The large contlnuua part revealed In plon spectra froa (K~,»)

reactions is usually considered to arise froa the quaal-free

hyperon production, in which the energy of about HO MeV is

oarrled by the produced hyperon going away froa the nucleus.

However, such a quasi-free process let its legltlaate aense la not

really Justified. In fact, old eaulalon and bubble chaaber

experlaents indicate that a large fraction of strangeness

produced by K~ absorption reaalns Inside the nucleus. Tha
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hyperon Bay react with on* of th« nuoleone In the nucleua and

Induea a particle-hole axcltatlon, which la followed by aucces-

•IV* partlcla-hola excitations dua to aacondary reactions by

acattarad nuolaona. Finally, a compound nucleus Including A la

expected to ba foraed with a considerable probability. Then, JH

can ba producad by evaporation or break in(-up of tha A coapound

nuoleua. In this paper we formulate auch aeohanlsa or JH foraa-

tlon and sake an estlaate of the formation probability.

The *H foraatlon probabllltlea par stopped X~ can be

expressed In teras of three phyalcal factors aa

(EA)Fc(EA)D0(jH,Ex)dEA . (1)

PA(EA) rapraaents the energy d i s tr ibut ion of it producad by

atoppad K~, Including the EM+AN conversion process. FC(EA>

stands for the formation probability of a A coapound nucleus,

when a A with a kinetic energy EA la producad froa stopped K~.

DO(AH,EX) Is the probability of foralng JH froa the A coapound

nuoleus with an exc i ta t i on anargy E^. Ha have aade soae

amplifications: The apatlal dependence of PA(EA) and FC(EA) la

alaply dropped in Eq.(1) by aaauaing unlfora A production on the

nuclear surface. Alao, the whole anargy of 2K la aaauaed to

contribute to the excitation of the coapound nucleua, by neglect-

ing the escape of A and nucleons In the pre-equillbrlua stage.

Ex Is thus ralatcd to EA by E% - E
A*B

A> u l t n B
A being the A

binding energy In the ground state of the A coapound nucleus.

The energy distribution or A Is given by

PA(EA) - BR(A«)PQF<EA) + BR(E«)Cj.APIA(EA) , (2)
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where BR(Ax) and BR(Iw) denote the branchlnf ratios or the At and

In production, respectively, In K~ absorption at r*at, and

Pg F(E A) and
 P£^(Ej[) •*• th* enersy distributions oT A from th«

quasl-frae A* process and froa tha ZH * AN convarslon procasa,

respectively. C I A la the probability of tha convarslon of Z

produced In tha quasi-free procass. Ha sat BR(A*)*BR(E*) - 1 by

assuming that K~ absorption by two nuclaons, K~MM * All, EX (191

par stoppad K~ ), contributes to tha A ooapound nucleus in tha

saae way as In tha A* and E* proeassaa.

Pgp(E.) was calculated Kith the plane-Have Born approxima-

tion by considering the phasa apace of the three-body final

state. p£A(EA) was obtained by a kineaatioal calculation, using

Honte Carlo Method, where a Z produced In the quasi-free It

process and a nucleon with a typical p-ahell Boaentua distribu-

tion react Into AH. C £ A Is known to be about 0.5 froa experlaen-

tal da to. The branching ratios ai-e taken froa experiaental

values for K~ absorption on C :

C E A = 0.5, BH{A») - 0.13, BB<I») - 0.8T. (3)

Fig.2a shows the calculated P A(E A), which Is peaked around EA -

30-10 HaV. The nuabers In Eq.(3) lead to the noraallzatlon

[pA(EA)dEA -0.57 (total A per stopped K~). (1)

The foraatlon probability of the A coapound hypernucleus

FC(EA) cannot be given experimentally at present, as there are no

data available for the A-nuoleua fusion cross section. A related

information Is obtained froa thi "trapping probability of
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hyperon" aeasured in eaulslon and bubble chaabar experlaents,

which la the probability that hyperons froa K~ absorption at rest

reaaln In a nucleus and die via the weak decay. This probability

P^ aay be related to our basic quantities by

(E.)F (E.)dE, . (5)

A theoretical derivation of F C(E A) Is atteaptad here by

calculating the optical potential for A. The aethod la parallel

to the one8 which has been successful for deriving the nucleon

optical potential. The Paull and aedlua effects are fully taken

into account within the fraaework of the G-aatrlx theory In
o

nuolear aatter. The Nljaegen OBE aodel D Is adopted for the

hyperon-nucleon interaction. The obtained A optical potential

UA " V A ( E A ' * 1 HA < EA* 1 S * I v e n * a * function of E A and the

nuclear density The result shows that HA(EA> Is -2.5 HeV

for EA - 30 HeV, which Is by a factor of 2-3 weaker thr.i Kg for a

nucleon. The reason is in the weakness of the AN Interaction

whose square enters in the expression of HA> although the Paull-

operator In the AN G-aatrlx equation works less efficiently than

the nucleon case. In a later calculation we also use tt°A obtained

aore conventionally by eaploylng the free t-aatrix with the Paull

suppression factor Instead of the G-aatrix.

The calculated " A(E A) Is converted to the aean free path

X(EA> by ualng the relation

2VJA(EA) v(EA)

—R n^T (6)

where the velocity of A in the nucleus, v(EA), is given by
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v(EA) - /2(EA-VAIEAJ;/»A . (7)

The calculated Imaginary potential H A(E A) and aean free path

M E A ) are llluatrated In Flf.3.

In order to obtain F C(E A), ue assume that A la produced on

the aurface of the nucleus with a radius R - 1.2A ' fa and with

a uniform density. This is a reasonable assumption, because th«

•topped K" is aostly absorbed in the surface reflon of the

nucleus. Since the conversion probability of t (CTA-0.5) lapllea

that the aean free path of £ produced froa stopped K~ la saaller

than the nuclear radius, the A froa the IA conversion is al»o

produced near the surface.

Based on this assuaptlon, ue evaluate the absorption rate or

A, which Is Interpreted here to be the formation probability of

the A coapound nuoleua, by

, f2»fi -r/A(E.)
Fa<E»> " IT t1"* Jsin.dBd* (8)
0 A *» JQ }Q

with r - 2Roos« being th* path length of the A In the nucleus at

an angle s with respect to the radial direction.

The calculated FC(EA) is shown in Fig.2b by the line (b-1).

It Is 0.086 ror EA - 30 HeV. This FCCEA> and P A U A ) of Fig.2

lead to 0.05 as the formation rate or the A coapound nucleus per

stopped K~ (Eq.(5) or essentially 0.57«0.086), which la coapared

with the observed trapping probability p
t r a p

 o f 0.11±0.05. In

Fig.2b, we also show three other estimates or F C(E A). The

observed value of .P*--n (0.11) leads to an average value of Fc,

0.11/0.57 - 0.19. as shown by the point (b-0). The curve (b-2)
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corresponds to tha use of tha t-aatrix Inatad of the G-matrlx.

The curva (b-3) la obtained by Yazakl from the effective AH cross

section <r*£ with the Paull suppression effect.

Now we turn to the evaluation of D C ( J H , E X ) , the probability

of fornlng JH froa the A compound nucleus. A low anergy compound

nucleus with an excitation energy Ex less than -30 HeV cools down

through the evaporation process, by emitting light particles

succeaalvely. On the other hand, In an excitation energy of the

order of -100 HeV or higher, the compound nucleus can be describ-

ed as a aultl-partlole ayatea In a theraal equilibrium and the

distribution of fragments In its explosion Is determined by the

statistical law. Here we adopt the latter description, though

our Ex(- EA+BA) around 10 HeV seeas to be Intermediate between

cue two typical energy regions.

The foraallsa Is similar to the one In Ref.12. An average

nuaber of a nuollde A In the systea Is given by

(9)

Here «j[ denotes the degeneracy of the 1-th level and E^(p) is the

kinetic energy of the nuslide excited on the level. The summa-

tion Is taken over all levels with a width smaller than 1 HeV.12

The Fermi energy of the nucllde uk and the temperature of the

system T are adjusted to keep the averages of the total energy,

the total baryon number, the total charge and the total number of

A-partlclea In the system to be equal to those or the original A-

compound nucleus. The volume of the system V Is assumed to be
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thai corresponding to the noraal nucleon density, as the excita-

tion energy la softly Injected Into the systea and an abrupt

ooBpresaloii or explosion la not expected In foraing the equi-

librium systea. The sign (±) Is fixed according to the statis-

tics of the nucllde.

For the ' C and 0 targets, two A coapound nuclei ( j[C ,
1jjB*) and <1*0*, 1^H*)> respectively, produced In the (K~,»~) and

(K",» ) reactions are considered. In the A-12 case, for exaaple,

j[B has a lower threshold, to fora JH than jjC , as seen In

Flg.1. This difference gives a aignlfleant effect to the frag-

aantatlon probability DC(*H, Ex>. The calculated D Q(JH. E X -
E A + B A ' for 1Z<: and 1 6 ° ar* 8 h 0 H n In Fig.2c. The typical

foraatlon rate of JH is 0.011 ror 1jjC* and 0.055 for ^B*, and

0.001* for 'Jo* and 0.023 for '^H* at E x - 11 HeV (EA - 30 MeV).

Coablnlng the three factors PA> Fc and D c obtained above, we

can calculate the *H foraation probability per stopped K~, <*(*H),

by perforalng the Integration In Eq.(i). The results are suaaa-

rized in Table I together with the experlaental values. To be

ooapared with experlaent Is a weighted average of the values froa

the two coapound hypernuclei. The theoretical values of P^H)

are generally soaawhat aaaller than the experiaental ones.

However, In view of the simplified aodels we used, the agreeaent

aay be regarded to be rather good. It Is worthwhile to notice

that the ratio between P(*H) on the 12C and 16O targets, which is

0.5, agrees wall with that of the experlaent, 0.17*0.10. This is

another support to the proposed aechanlsa of AH foraatlon,

naesly, the A coapound nucleus.
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Concerning the aechanlsa underlying the abundant AH produc-

tion, one aay be teapted to consider the a-preclusterlzatlon In

the target nucleus and the dlroct (K",» ) reaction on the a-

oluater to fora JH. Such a process aay be enhanced In the K~

absorption process at rest, because K~ Is captured froa Its

atoale orbit which senses the outer region of the nucleus.

According to Refs. 1 and 2, however, the observed AH fomatlon

cannot be explained only by the direct reaction on the a-cluster

alone. First, the expected formation probabilities are too saall

compared with the observed values. Secondly, from the inspection

of the w° and «* tagged spectra of the *H production on the LI

and Be targets, the nuaber of j|H events accompanying » Is found

to be comparable to that of events accompanying * , ' Indicat-

ing no particular laportance of the He(K~,«°)*H process.

In conclusion, the ooapound hypernudeus Interpretation for

the observed JH production probabilities is found to work well In

spite of the simplifications we have Mda. This does not exclude

i o n contributions to the AH production rroa the decays of

characteristic hypernuclaar excited states directly populated In

the K" absorption. The present aodel has s predictive ability

for productions of other hypernuclel as well and therefore will

be tested In aore detail by Increased experimental da1.a In

future.
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TABLE I. The

10

e calculated JH formation probabilities (In units of

~3 per K " ) . P < J H ) , on 1 2C and 1 6O targets. Four

values based on the different treatments of Fe(B,) are

displayed, that Is, estlaation froa the experimental

hyperon trapping probability (ptrap'* t n o a * f r o B the

laaglnary part of the A potential calculated by the G-

•atrlx, and by the t-aatrix, and that eatlaated by

Xazakl froa the AH cross section with the Paull

suppression effect.

Target

12C

1PO

Experlaental

10.0±1.1

«.7±0.8

Ccwpoun!

Nucleuc

> •

1

0

2

ptrap

-9±0.9

5±2

.9±0.«

.3±1.0

Calculated froa

G-aatrlx

0.9

7.H

0.5

1.2

t-aatrlz

1.7

1.3

0.9

2.2

*\"

2.1

6.D

1.2

3.1

(In unit of 10~3)
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Figure Captlona

r i d . The energy le»els or 'j[c and **• ahown together with

the fragaentatlon threshold energy to fora AH.

FIC.2.(a) The calculated energy distributions of A produced froa

K~ absorption at reat, *a(KA) of Iq.(2).

(b) The foraatlon probabilities of the A coapound nucleus

on C and 0 targets. Fcf
Ex'' ••tl"»t«d in four different

way a, that 1». estimated froaj the experlaental hyperon

trapping probability (b-0), froa the laaginary part of

the A potential calculated by the G-aatrlx (b-1) and by

the t-aatrlx (b-2). and estlaated by lasakl froa the AN

crosa section with the fault suppression effect (b-3).

(c) The fragaentatlon probabilities of AH froa the A

coapound nucleus, 0e(AM, E X-C A*B A), calculated for
12 • 12_» 16 • . 16M»

FIG.3. The calculated laaglnary potential WA(Ej) and aean free

path *(EA) for P N - 0.11 fa'
3.
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